Cablevision
installed in dormitories
By DAVID KINNEY
News Editor

Cable is being installed in all dormitory common rooms and rector's rooms during the next few weeks, according to William Kirk, vice president for Resident Life.

"I see it as an improvement to the campus," Kirk said. "It is a positive that it is in the common areas of the dorms."

Cable was installed by Heritage Cablevision into all classroom buildings this summer for academic programming, so the University was able to connect it to the dormitories on a limited basis, he said.

"It is a great idea," said Sister Joseph Birtoren, rector of Walsh Hall. "The students are delighted."

The University has "no intention" to expand the service to all dorm rooms, because it would be too expensive and the service is available to all students living on campus in their hall's common rooms.

He added that he was not sure that installing the service in all dorm rooms "would be a good addition."

Kirk pointed out that it is against the law to pirate the cable signals from the common rooms.

SMC assists handicapped student
By LAURA FERGUSON
News Writer

Years of gradual renovation and a quick response to a summer tragedy have made Saint Mary's student's temporary campus for the fall semester a more handicapped-accessible environment. Josef Riordan, rector of Walsh Hall, said.

"We have found that making the alterations to the facilities is easiest and most cost effective during the summer when major repairs are being done on campus."

Riordan said that the improvements have been a gradual summer occurrence that comply with the American Disability Act requiring structural renovations to include making buildings handicapped-accessible.

There were no immediate reports of deaths in Louisiana, but the toll in Florida, which Andrew raked Monday, rose to 15 today. There were also three reported injuries in the Bahamas.

As Andrew moved inland, floodwater was rising in watersheds previously dry, tore off huge limbs and started power lines popping throughout the region. A tornado spun off by the storm ripped through New Orleans suburb, and 30 people were reported injured. Several hundred houses were inundated in coastal Terrebonne Parish, said sheriff's I.L. Morris Duplantis. Residents had been evacuated as Andrew approached.

To the north, a tugboat was sinking in the Mississippi River at St. Francisville, north of Baton Rouge, and a ferry was dispatched to rescue six crew members who were in the water, police said.

The water in the river is so rough that "it's a bad day," said police spokesman Capt. Ronnie Jones.

Tens of thousands of people rode out the storm in shelters and boarded-up homes. But shelters were not all unscathed. "This house is falling apart around me," said Ken Perry, manager of an airport in Patterson, 60 miles west of New Orleans. "I'm standing in water right now in the house, and we're 10 feet above sea level."

A high school in Patterson where 120 people took refuge lost its roof to the wind, said Sheriff Huey Bourgeois of St. Mary Parish. He said no one was hurt.

Hurricane Andrew strikes Louisiana; Florida recovers

FRANKLIN, La. (AP) — Hurricane Andrew threw its deadly, 130-mile-a-hour winds into the heart of Louisiana, striking only a glance blow at New Orleans before heading deep into Cajun country. By Laura FERGUSON
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Bush's values are worthless to real families

It's so weird that this year, which just happens to be an election year, politicians are talking all about "family values." (This began, coincidentally, with President Bush's "non-political" speech at our very own commencement in May.)

Very few people will argue with them that government should adhere to some sort of value system. The question, it seems, is how to translate "family values." Just what do they mean?

Let's see if their family values would fit into the administration of the average, mainstream, ordinary All-American family (of which George Bush, the All-American millionaire, claims to be a member).

• Trustworthiness. No family would be able to function if members lied to each other on a regular basis. However, Bush has been caught lying to the American public more than once. Aside from the now-infamous "No new taxes" (a promise to fight Congress), Bush has told the general public over and over again that Kuwait is not Persia.

I hate to break this to you, George, but giving the country from one absolute dictator (Saddam Hussein) to another absolute dictator (the emir of Kuwait) doesn't qualify as "liberating."

• Openness. With the exception of Santa Claus and the like, families do not do things behind closed doors. Bush and his inner circle have failed to let the public in on their plans to increase its production of pollutants.

If this is so family-value-oriented, why is this the first time many people are learning this?

• The "being there" factor. A parent who is never there for the children is generally considered a bad parent. Yet, a president who pours all his energy into foreign policy, and breaks out a domestic policy once every four years, is considered a great president? Is there something I am missing here?

On that note, Bush recently reiterated the fact that he is a family man and plans to solve America's medical crisis, but he still refuses to let the public know how he plans to increase its production of pollutants.

• Compassion. Family members, almost by definition, care for and love each other. Bush has, over the past twelve years, shown his compassion for a lot of people, like Lee Iacocca, who needs the government to fill that role.

Serbs do not have to keep the territory they gained in their

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy and rainy today. Highs in the mid 70s. Rainy and cooler tonight lows in the 60s.

TODAY AT A GLANCE

■ Conference focuses on Serbia
LONDON - Warring parties in Bosnia-Herzegovina gathered for a new round of talks to try to end fighting that has killed thousands, after a European mediator resigned from what he described as a frustrating task. At the three-day international conference beginning today, the U.S. delegation led by Acting Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger was seeking to ensure that Serbs do not stop to keep the territory they gained in their war with Bosnia's Croats and Muslims. Eagleburger, a former ambassador to Yugoslavia, also planned to press for a tightening of U.N. sanctions against Serb-dominated Yugoslavia for backing the Serbs in Bosnia.

■ U.N. wants to send troops to Somalia
MOGADISHU, Somalia — The U.N. secretary-general wants to send up to 3,500 armed observers to help protect the emergency effort to feed Somalia, where the Red Cross says 11 of its workers were killed last week. Meanwhile, equipment problems, leaking cooking oil containers and a mass of storks on a runway Tuesday slowed the U.S. airlift in neighboring Kenya, where thousands of Somali refugees and Kenyans are in need of food. The United States, which has been delivering tons of food to Somalia, is now over the past four years?

Perhaps the Addams family.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

• In 1868: The island volcano Krakatoa blew up, claiming 36,000 lives in Java and Sumatra.

• In 1928: The Kellogg-Briand Pact was signed in Paris, outlawing war and providing for the peaceful settlement of disputes.

• In 1962: The United States launched the Mariner II space probe, which flew past Venus the following December.

• In 1967: John Eppstein, manager of the Beatles, was found dead in a London flat from an apparent accidental overdose of sleeping pills.

• In 1982: Ricky Henderson of the Oakland As stole his 119th base of the season, eclipsing Lou Brock's record of 118 steals in one season.
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119th base of the season, eclipsing Lou Brock's record of 118 steals in one season.

The Observer. It will be brief, but important, so please attend.

The Student Handbook, a Notre Dame resource booklet, is available in a limited basis.

■ Reports needed to write environment-related stories for the Observer contact Stephen Zavestoski at 283-2016 or 239-7471. No journalism experience is required; some knowledge of environmental issues would be helpful.

■ In 1983: People who smoke a pack or more of cigarettes a day are twice as likely to develop cataracts and up to one-fifth of U.S. cataract cases may be caused by smoking, according to two studies published yesterday. The studies, reported in the Journal of the American Medical Association, tracked 17,824 male U.S. physicians from 1982 through 1987 and 50,828 female U.S. nurses from 1980 through 1988. Among the doctors, men who smoked 20 or more cigarettes a day were 2.05 times more likely to be diagnosed with cataract than those who never smoked. Among the nurses, women who smoked 25 or more cigarettes a day had 1.63 times the likelihood of undergoing cataract surgery as non-smokers.

IN HISTORY

■ In 1963: The island volcano Krakatoa blew up, claiming 36,000 lives in Java and Sumatra.

■ In 1928: The Kellogg-Briand Pact was signed in Paris, outlawing war and providing for the peaceful settlement of disputes.

■ In 1962: The United States launched the Mariner II space probe, which flew past Venus the following December.

■ In 1967: John Eppstein, manager of the Beatles, was found dead in a London flat from an apparently accidental overdose of sleeping pills.

■ In 1982: Ricky Henderson of the Oakland A's stole his 119th base of the season, eclipsing Lou Brock's record of 118 steals in one season.
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119th base of the season, eclipsing Lou Brock's record of 118 steals in one season.

The Observer. It will be brief, but important, so please attend.

The Student Handbook, a Notre Dame resource booklet, is available in a limited basis.

■ Reports needed to write environment-related stories for the Observer contact Stephen Zavestoski at 283-2016 or 239-7471. No journalism experience is required; some knowledge of environmental issues would be helpful.

■ In 1983: People who smoke a pack or more of cigarettes a day are twice as likely to develop cataracts and up to one-fifth of U.S. cataract cases may be caused by smoking, according to two studies published yesterday. The studies, reported in the Journal of the American Medical Association, tracked 17,824 male U.S. physicians from 1982 through 1987 and 50,828 female U.S. nurses from 1980 through 1988. Among the doctors, men who smoked 20 or more cigarettes a day were 2.05 times more likely to be diagnosed with cataract than those who never smoked. Among the nurses, women who smoked 25 or more cigarettes a day had 1.63 times the likelihood of undergoing cataract surgery as non-smokers.

IN HISTORY

■ In 1963: The island volcano Krakatoa blew up, claiming 36,000 lives in Java and Sumatra.

■ In 1928: The Kellogg-Briand Pact was signed in Paris, outlawing war and providing for the peaceful settlement of disputes.

■ In 1962: The United States launched the Mariner II space probe, which flew past Venus the following December.

■ In 1967: John Eppstein, manager of the Beatles, was found dead in a London flat from an apparently accidental overdose of sleeping pills.

■ In 1982: Ricky Henderson of the Oakland A's stole his 119th base of the season, eclipsing Lou Brock's record of 118 steals in one season.
World leaders condemn Serbia for civil war

LONDON (AP) — World leaders condemned Serbia on Wednesday for the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina and warned at an international peace conference that aggressors face economic isolation and prosecution for war crimes.

As heavy fighting raged in Sarajevo and other parts of Bosnia, the leader of Bosnian Serbs defiantly declared that the former Yugoslav republic "doesn't exist anymore." But Radovan Karadzic, who briefly walked out of the talks, offered to give up some Serb-held territory to win a peace settlement.

Acting Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger warned of a "spectacularly bleak future" for Serbs if they did not end their sieges of Sarajevo and other cities held by Bosnia's Muslim-led government.

Milan Panic, federal premier of Yugoslavia, now made up only of Serbia and Montenegro, pledged his support for peace efforts. Opening the largest international meeting so far on the Balkan crisis, British Prime Minister John Major called for guarantees for the delivery of humanitarian aid to Bosnia, a halt to human rights abuses and respect for existing borders.

"In this room are the people who can stop this war, end the bloodshed, reach a lasting settlement," he said. "I don't believe that world opinion will ever forgive anyone who impedes that work over the next couple of days and beyond," Major said.

Frustration with the Serbs for a war that has claimed more than 8,000 lives and created 1 million refugees dominated the first session of the conference, which drew officials from the United Nations, two dozen countries, and the six former Yugoslav republics, as well as other organizations.

"Where does the main source of evil lie?" German Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel asked at a news conference. "The answer is obviously in Belgrade!" The response to the disagreements of former Yugoslavia, which was their own fault, was a ruthless war aimed at creating an "ethnically cleansed greater Serbia."

---

Fast • Hot • Perfect
271-1177
Serving Notre Dame, St. Mary's & South Bend area

1-14" Large $625
1 Topping Pizza

2-14" Large $1025
1 Topping Pizza

Additional Toppings 95¢ each
Not Valid With Any Other Coupon

---

WELCOME WEEKEND '92

THURSDAY, AUGUST 27TH

Alfredo's Mexican Food
7 pm - 9:30 pm
Cushing Auditorium
FREE!
Tickets at La Fortune Info Desk

FRIDAY, AUGUST 28TH

Live at Stonehenge: Rockfest!
4 pm - 12:00 am
Fieldhouse Mall (Rain Location: Stepan Center)
Bands scheduled to appear:
The Porkchoppers
Victoria's Real Secret
Dysfunktion
Anoua Derfoudi
Katharsis
Free snow cones, sodas, popcorn, spin art!

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29TH

Beach Ball and Step'n Court
WP ENT live remote
Tie-dyeing
One ton sundae
Volleyball tournament
Giveways

SATURDAY/SUNDAY, AUGUST 29th/30th

Comedian Carved Trap an act on MTV, Showtime Comedy Club in Network, Evening at the Improv
8 pm Washington Hall
Tickets: $3 at the La Fortune Info Desk

---

CINEMA AT THE SNITE FRIDAY & SATURDAY 7:15, 9:45

SECOND CITY COMEDY CLUB Ticket @ the LaFortune Info. Desk

BUS TRANSPORTATION
GAME TICKET in ND student section
SECOND CITY COMEDY CLUB Ticket
HOTEL DOWNTOWN (Michigan Ave. & Ohio St.)

Purchase tickets now @ the LaFortune Info. Desk

---

SENIORS Class of 93
NORTHEASTERN ROADTRIP
Sept. 4-5
Only $65

Trip includes:
BUS TRANSPORTATION
GAME TICKET in ND student section
SECOND CITY COMEDY CLUB Ticket
HOTEL DOWNTOWN (Michigan Ave. & Ohio St.)

---

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Baghdad newspapers today denounced the United States and its allies for their plan to protect Shiite Muslims by launching bombing raids from planes near the southern skies.
President Bush officially announced the ultimatum in Washington and said it would begin in 24 hours. At the United Nations in New York, Iraqi Ambassador Abdul Al-A'mir Al-Sabahi was summoned to the French U.N. mission to receive a "communication" about the "no-fly zone" from the U.S., British, French and Russian envoys.
"Our great people are on a state of alert, unified and angry along with their leadership and armed forces and are ready to fight the enemies and to foil their Zionist-imperialist schemes," said Al-Sabahi, the organ of the ruling Baath party.

He added that more US air strikes would heat up regional tensions and that the U.S. and its allies have been persuaded that the "no-fly zone" would be a "pretext for launching more air strikes against Iraq."

The allied move comes amid steady Western condemnation of Saddam Hussein over his treatment of Shiites in the southern marshlands and his reluctance to admit U.N. weapons inspectors to Iraqi museums as required under Gulf War ceasefire resolutions.

The warning tells Iraq to clear the skies south of the 32nd parallel or risk attacks in the air. In Washington, the State Department said Iraq had essentially moved all its fixed-wing aircraft from the south, although it still had some helicopters based there.

In London, the British government said today it would send six warplanes Thursday to a base at Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, to help enforce the "no-fly" zone. Three are Tornado GR-1 fighter-bombers capable of fighting anti-aircraft and attacking ground targets and three are Tornado GR-1A all-weather reconnaissance planes.

Transport aircraft carrying logistic support left for the region early today, the Defense Ministry said.

The United States has based fighters, attack planes and other aircraft in Saudi Arabia since the Gulf War and the aircraft carrier USS Independence in the Persian Gulf.

Western air and ground units were sent last year to carve out a safe haven for the Kurds in northern Iraq. Fears have been expressed in the region that another safe haven in southern Iraq could effectively partition the country.

Syria, Egypt and Saudi Arabia have voiced opposition to maneuvers that would precipitate Iraq's break-up, fearing that would heat up regional tensions as adversaries are made to end the Arab-Israeli conflict.

However, they appeared to have been persuaded that a "no-fly zone" for 24 years can no longer and possibly eliminate Saddam, considered a long-term threat to the region's stability.

The English-language Baghdad Observer said that "the U.S. and its allies have had a free ride for too long" in the "ongoing move to dismember Iraq."
Facility and the Regina indoor pool.

"We will use methods of water walking, the exercise bike, and low weights. Further strength development will follow," said Jo-Ann Nester, director of Athletics. "Our goal is to try walking independently by October break."

Nester and Academic Advisor Mary Connolly credit the support of the student body for aiding Wallace's recovery.

"There has been no hesitation to help on the part of Saint Mary's," Nester said.

"This encouragement is important, but support from other students is wonderful," Mary Connolly added. "Visits and prayer lead to recovery. Their strength development will follow walking, the exercise bike, and low weights. Further strength development will follow."

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Bill Clinton tapped running mate Al Gore's fund-raising base Wednesday, and the Democrats appealed to female voters by celebrating the anniversary of women's voting rights and by projecting their ticket as true defenders of family values.

Clinton and Gore, a Tennessee senator, raised some $1 million in Memphis and Nashville for the Democratic Party's fall war chest and delivered a strong defense of their commitment to family — both in their personal lives and public service.

They also took time to appear, with their wives, on the cable TV program "Nashville Now," mixing talk about their economic ideas with jokes about their musical tastes. The program is a favorite of country music fans. For the Democrats, it was the latest in a campaign-long effort to reach voters through unorthodox media appearances.

After the show, they headed for Texas to launch another campaign bus tour, pressing their effort to wrest border and Southern states from the Republican electoral lock.

As the political terrain set after last week's Republican convention, Clinton aides said they were convinced that President Bush got little bounce out of his week in the spotlight, except to shore up his support among hard-core Republican voters.

As a result, they said, Clinton plans no major changes in a campaign strategy that targets Bush's handling of the economy, except to shore up his support among women voters, aides said.

The Clinton camp this week began detailed state polling as it works to refine its electoral strategy. Among areas to be studied closely are New Jersey and Texas, states where Clinton had been faring better than his campaign expected prior to the convention.

At a sun-drenched rally in Memphis, Clinton mocked the Bush campaign's attacks on the family values issue by reading a sign in the crowd: "Ten million Americans in this country have family values but no jobs."

Clinton urged the crowd not to let Republican attacks steer the campaign debate away from economics and the need for what he called for pro-family policies including universal health care and family leave.

"I'm tired of excuses," Clinton said, "In the end, this race will be a race of hope against fear, of the future against the past, of new ideas vs. a tried and failed course."

Gore's job before the homestretch crowd was to boost Clinton's Arkansas record at a time Republicans are bashing it.
Violent attacks on refugees shame many Germans

ROSTOCK, Germany (AP) — After Rostock residents applauded attacks on foreigners, Uwe Jannutsch stood in the city’s picturesque central square with a sign reading “I am a Rostocker. I am ashamed.”

Many passers-by stopped off to agree with the 36-year-old art teacher. For many, the attacks calling to mind the country’s painful Nazi legacy.

But shame hasn’t stopped the violence. Although the refugees whose center was attacked were bused away on Monday afternoon, skinheads and other ultra-rightists attacked again on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights.

The attacks are fed by two rising streams: the flow of refugees to Germany and what authorities see as growing strength of the anti-foreigner far-right.

The Interior Ministry said in mid-August the number of right-wing extremists rose from 32,300 in 1990 to 39,800 last year.

It said violent acts by these people leapt from 270 to 1,483 in 1991, mostly attacks on foreigners.

The number of refugees registered in Germany through July was 233,904, more than double the pace of 1991 when the country took in a record 256,000 people seeking asylum.

That does not include more than 100,000 who came from Yugoslavia on visitors visas or on special programs to help people fleeing the civil war.

The attacks in Rostock were aimed at a weak point in the government’s make-do method of dealing with the refugees.

Like elsewhere in the country, the refugee center in Rostock’s Lichtenhagen district was overflowing.

It was to have been emptied Sept. 1, and the people moved to a more secure facility in a nearby town.

At the end, it housed about 200 Romanian Gypsies, an ethnic group that has long suffered heavy prejudice in Germany.

Ulf Seemann, a 20-year-old student, said the local people did not hate foreigners, but the Gypsies were “not civilized.” He said they had stolen cars, insulted women, used the lawn around the center as a public toilet and shoplifted from nearby stores.

“The shops here were terrorized. Customers wouldn’t come in,” Seemann said.

The authorities heard a flood of complaints, but could only ask for patience.

A demonstration on Saturday against the presence of the refugee center turned violent and more clashes with police followed for three days.

To some in east Germany, the violence was the latest in a series of setbacks to their hopes in united Germany.

Rostock Mayor Klaus Kilmann said at a demonstration against violence on Tuesday, “I am angry, sad, and ashamed. It is almost as if we carried out our peaceful revolution three years ago for nothing.”

He said foreigners had always been welcomed in the port city, but the problem lately was a concentration of too many Gypsies—a remark that drew boos from leftists at the rally.

---

CLUB SHENANIGANS WELCOMES BACK STUDENTS!

Thursday, August 27, 1992

ROCK AND ROLL PARTY

Let Us Pay... Jumpin' Jack Flash & the Profits
(Peter and John)

Power-Rave-Music-Dance-Fest

One Night Only!

August 27
9:00 or 10:00
Sharp!

Club Shenanigans
Georgetown Shopping Center
One mile north of campus
5203 Emmons Rd 271-1727

---

If you see news happening, call The Observer at 239-5303 and let us know.

Thank you!
Hurricane

continued from page 1

some 40 miles southeast of
Lafayette, Bourgeois said the losses to cane farmers would be severe.

As the storm passed near
Baton Rouge, power was knocked out at the state Capitol and offices were running on
emergency generators. A flash
flood closed a section of Interstate 110.

At 10 a.m. CDT, the center
was about 25 miles west of Baton Rouge, and the storm was moving northwest at 8
mph. Its top sustained winds had dropped to 75 mph. When it came ashore, it had winds of
140 mph and gusts of 160 mph were reported, the weather service said.

"Loss of energy from the
warm gulf waters is going to
to kill this thing. It will die a slow and painful death," said Roger
Edwards, a meteorologist at the
National Hurricane Center.

Forecasters warned of inland
floods, but the threat of flash floods, and the storm
surges on the coast subsided. Up to 10 inches of
rain were possible.

MIAMI (AP) — Dogs trained to
sniff out bodies were sent into
wrecked shopping centers in search of more victims of Hurricane Andrew as survivors
struggled to find drinkable water and food that hadn't
spilled in the heat.

As Maria Saelas said Tuesday.
Two days after Hurricane
Andrew smashed through South
Florida, leaving an estimated
50,000 people homeless, some 2
million people remained
without electricity. Authorities
warned that it could be weeks
before water and power are
completely restored.

Fourteen people were
reported dead, and the toll was
expected to rise. On Tuesday,
dogs were sent into the rubble
of shopping centers in Cutler Ridge, a Miami suburb.

"Some bodies are caught in
the wreckage and they have
had to be left for the time
being," said Jay Eaker, a
Federal Emergency
Management Agency
spokesman.

Kate Hale, Dade County
emergency management
director, estimated damage to
the region at a preliminary $15
billion to $20 billion. Her
figures, if borne out, would
make Andrew the costliest
natural disaster in U.S. history.

Officials feared that food
rotting in Florida's August heat,
polluted water and sewage
backups could lead to outbreaks
of salmonella and hepatitis.

"When food gets hot, that
means bacteria. And then the
garbage leads to rats and
vermin and disease," said
Walter Livingstone, environmental administrator for the county Public Health Department.

The Observer

is now accepting applications
for the following position:

Accent Copy Editor

Please submit a one-page personal statement to
Jahnelle Harrigan by Friday, August 28. Contact
Jahnelle at 239-5303 for more information.

Finally, happy 21st Amy!!

We love you....

Mom, Dad
and Matt

CAMPUS MINISTRY...

...CONSIDERATIONS

The Best Years of Our Life

Since August 1st, the Huddle and the Library
Concourse have become "smoke-free" environments.
Earlier this summer, the old heated bus stop was
knocked down and the Main Circle was expanded to
really look like a circle. Any time soon now they will
finish pushing the dirt around in front of the new
DeBartolo Building and cover that whole field with a
carpet of brand new, perfect green sod.

One hundred new teachers have joined the faculty.
Dozens of new courses have been added to the
curriculum in the various colleges. New foreign study
programs have been announced and are
aggressively recruiting participants.

The dining hall is up to full speed. The ATM's are
spitting our cash like crazy for new books; the band
and the football team have already been practicing
for weeks.

All summer long this campus was relatively quiet —
its lush peace broken only by the antics of hundreds
of returned alumni chasing golden memories and 12
year old sports camp kids chasing errant pop-flies
and grey haired mobile home aficionados-chasing
good trade-in deals on their not-so-old used trailers.

But now the real stuff begins again.

What makes me happy, and somehow a little bit
overwhelmed, is the return of our Notre Dame and St.
Mary's students. While U - Hauls are unloaded and
hammers and saws build lofts, postcards from last
years' new first year students again remind me how
short our time together really is around here.

What it awaits now is the open minds and open
hearts of our students.

Fr. Scully is fond of saying that "this life is no dress
rehearsal." What he means is that NOW is the time
for us to kick in and show some passion. We won't
get a second chance. What he means is that we all
benefit most when we push a little bit - push
ourselves and our teachers and our rectors and our
friends - to make the most out of every opportunity for
learning and for growth. Creativity
and courage are some of the gifts we
ought pray for and nourish. An
openness to questions and a desire
for honest relationships are some
more.

Add a little patience and a sense of
humor, and what can stop us from
having the best year of our life?

Tom McDermott, C.S.C.

Marriage Preparation Retreats at Fatima

October 30-31, 1992

March 5-6, 1993

April 23-24, 1993

May 28-29, 1993

Notre Dame Encounter Schedule

NDE #23—October 9-11

NDE #24—December 4-6

NDE #25—February 5-7

NDE #26—March 26-28

NDE #27—April 2-4

W E  L O V E  Y O U . . . .
**Chao to lead United Way**

**Business**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Peace Corps Director Alice M. Chao will become the new president of United Way of America, replacing Myron S. Schoen, who was ousted amid charges of voting irregularities at a United Way source said today.

The source, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Chao was being introduced to the United Way board in a meeting in Alexandria, Va., to a search committee that recommends the next president of the board.

An official announcement was expected at a later date, a person, who informed Chao, 38, who oversees a $179 million budget at the Peace Corps, of $3,600, is a最高 ranking Asian-American official in the Bush administration and served as a consternation deputy secretary last month.

The choice of Chao for the United Way post was first reported in today's edition of the Wall Street Journal.

**Bush sets hurricane relief plan**

WASHINGTON (AP) — President George Bush on Tuesday set a broad framework of plans to respond to the hurricane disaster that has killed 164 people and displaced more than 1 million people from their homes.

Bush said the hurricane, which was the worst in U.S. history, was in the process of leaving the Texas coast and moving northward along the Gulf Coast.

Bush outlined his plan in a nationally televised address, saying the military would transport food, water and medical supplies to areas hardest hit by the storm.

He also announced that he would direct the departments of Health and Human Services and Agriculture to help rebuild homes and businesses in the affected areas.

Bush said the federal government would provide $1 billion in federal funds to help states with recovery efforts.

**George Bush**

“My country must pull together to help,” said Bush. “We are in a time of great need and we must work together to make sure that everyone is safe and secure.”

**Unions may lose insurance benefits**

The loss of insurance benefits for union members who were displaced by Hurricane Andrew is likely to be a major issue in the upcoming elections, according to a new poll.

The poll, conducted by the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO), found that 61 percent of union members said they were concerned about losing their health insurance.

The AFL-CIO said it would work with unions to ensure that workers who were displaced by Hurricane Andrew receive the benefits they are entitled to.

**Merger approved despite hurricane destruction**

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Southern Electric shareholders approved a merger with an Indiana investor Tuesday who earlier canceled the deal because of losses from Hurricane Andrew.

Approximately 81 percent of Southern Electric shareholders were voted in favor of the merger.

The vote was taken despite the company's announcement last month by the Lincoln National Corp. of Fort Wayne, Ind., that it was withdrawing from the proposed $46.9 million merger of Seibels Bruce with its subsidiary, American States Insurance Co.

Lincoln cited Seibels Bruce's failure to make a material change in the company's finances that allowed cancellation of the merger.

Sterling Benie, Seibels Bruce's chairman, responded that the agreement could not be terminated and said the company's executives and lawyers decided to go ahead with the stockholders' meeting.

**Durable goods sales fall badly in July**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Durable goods orders dropped sharply, due in part to a second consecutive month in which orders fell for cars and computers slumped badly, the government said today.

The Commerce Department said orders for durable goods fell 1.9 percent in July, the biggest decline since May, and that orders for cars fell 10.7 percent, the biggest decline in 25 years.

The drop in durable goods orders was the 11th consecutive decline and an indication that the economy's force was having little trouble keeping up with orders.

The index points to very sluggish industrial activity despite recent reports that manufacturing employment will be in the dog house for quite some time to come, said Strauss Ford dealer in Richmond, Va.

"GM has been a kind of all-powerful corporate giant that has been unleashing to a lot of the cost problems associated with health insurance," said Cheryl Skolnik, an analyst with Advest Inc. in Washington.

"This report says the economy is in the midst of a major recession and that the unemployment rate is likely to hit 10 percent by the end of the year. Bush sets hurricane relief plan..."
Dear Editor:

I would like to extend to you a warm welcome on behalf of all of us who work in the Division of Student Affairs—the offices of Residence Life, Security, Student Residences, Alcohol and Drug Education, Student Activities, International Student Affairs, Counseling Center, Career and Placement, Health Services, Campus Ministry and Hall Staffs.

Although we provide a variety of services, we share a common desire to do everything we can to help facilitate your intellectual, spiritual and personal growth in your lives outside the classroom.

We welcome back the sophomores, juniors and seniors, as well as the returning graduate and professional students.

We extend a special welcome to our new students—the freshmen, transfer and new graduate and professional students.

You join a proud community with a rich tradition that dates back one hundred and fifty years to the vision of our founder Father Edward Sorin, C.S.C.

We hope that all of you—both those who are new and those who are returning—will be able to achieve the academic, spiritual and personal goals you set for yourselves this year.

I hope that I will have the opportunity to come to know as many of you as possible in the months ahead.

Until I am able to greet you in person, please know that you have my very best wishes for a year filled with all God's good blessings.

Patricia A. O'Hara
Vice President for Student Affairs
Aug. 24, 1992
Jenkins wants his men to date before they have a social life," Eppich says. "We're kind of forced to have a social life.' It's not a Benedictine monastery, " according to the plaque on its side, was a bakery for the University. Cross sisters, a house for lay brothers, and a temporary college. In fact, from Father Edward Sorin, and is now the Holy Cross. Students live and pray together in a community setting. While working toward their degree, they think about whether the life of celibate devotion to God is right for them.

The students follow an extensive regimen including spirituality, including daily Mass, morning and evening prayer and occasional retreats.

Along with spiritual fulfillment, the program gives students a financial benefit—a full scholarship courtesy of the Holy Cross priests. Juniors who complete the program can spend their senior year in Moreau Seminary, in the hopes of eventually earning a master of divinity degree and ordination as Holy Cross priests.

Jenkins agrees. The people who leave the Old College, in his opinion, have not left the program. Even if he decides to leave the program, Eppich will still believe that they are kind of forced to have a social life."

This evaluation includes secular help. Students who complete the program go through a one-and-a-half-hour session with a University Counseling Center psychologist and take a 700-question objective test. One person who helps Jenkins with the students is Sister Patrici Clark, the associate rector at the Fisher Graduate Residence. She helps gauge the students' spirituality. "I try to help them come to a decision about their lives," Clark believes that these candidates need "a real love of the Lord and his people," as well as an unselfish personality. "We try to discern if he can be outside himself enough to be of service to others." The toughest thing the students face, Jenkins says, is the expectations they will face as priests. "If you fall short, you can really damage people and undermine their trust and faith."

This difficulty is doubly harsh on Jenkins, who feels he must be an example to these men. "The hardest thing (about this job) is to live up to this sort of life at all times. These (candidates) are young people, and you need to guide and nurture them."

Is this pressure to be perfect unbearable? Not in Jenkins' opinion. After all, "It's very hard to be a Christian." Inevitably, Jenkins says, about half of the students who enter the Old College decide that they do not want to be priests after all. When that happens, the students simply leave the program, move into another dorm, and continue their collegiate careers.

John Rock, a junior biology major from Sturgis, Michigan, is one of those people. In 1988, during his junior year of high school, Rock and his parents "stumbled into" Moreau Seminary during a visit to Notre Dame and were told about the Old College program. Rock was interested in becoming a priest, so he decided to "give it a shot" and enrolled in the program in the fall of 1990.

After one semester, Rock decided that this sort of life was not for him. "I was not as interested in (the priesthood) as I had thought." He also felt that this life was keeping him from "a lot of other things that I wanted to get involved in." When Rock decided to leave, he found that the people in the program were "very supportive and understanding" of the decision. They realize that "it's a long road, and some people bail out early," he said.

Although Rock left the program, he found it rewarding. "It's a good program for young men to think," he said.

Rock has no regrets about the Old College, or about his decision to leave. "I'm glad I went through it. I'm glad I was there and now I'm glad out." Eppich admits that the Old College is not perfect. "There are things that I've been attracted to, and things that I've struggled with," he says. But on the whole, he says, "I can't see anything that I disagree with.

Eppich still has "eight years of formation" between now and final vows. At the moment, his solution to this problem is to "take things one day at a time." One thing that keeps him going is the people he has met. Besides being "bright, intelligent, capable and hard-working," his Old College friends are, in Eppich's opinion, "the best part about the program."

Even if he decides to leave the program, Eppich will still believe that he benefited from it. "I can't answer the questions (about my life) if I don't ask them. Jenkins agrees. The people who leave the Old College, in his opinion, have not wasted their time, since "they have become more mature and can be just as happy," as students who become priests.

The work is worthwhile for Jenkins "when you see people grow, and you feel as if you have been a part of that." Eppich, Rock, Father Jenkins, and Sister Clark seem to agree on one thing when it comes to the Old College: "It's a very rewarding program.

It doesn't take a miracle to figure out why..."
Mike held off to injury. "I never thought I would be playing in the Arena league," stated Rice. "I used to watch it on TV, and think how crazy those guys were, but this is an opportunity to keep playing. Football is in my blood, and it's hard to let go of." In his Arena career, Rice simply stood on the sidelines. Although it was obvious he would not appear in the game, the crowd still chanted "We Want Rice," near the end of the game. It was a small testimony to the feeling which Rice created in the minds of his fans. Even from the sidelines Rice's passion and love for the game could still be seen, but as the past two years have shown, Rice's love for the game is not enough for a certain future in football. "I haven't signed anything with Sacramento for next season, but I am optimistic," commented Rice as he finished third his third uniform in as many years. "I feel I can play in this league, but if I am not signed then I will go home, start work, and spend time with my family." The fact that this could be the last football season for Tony Rice hinges on the up and down of fans and Rice himself. But Rice's happiness is not dependent on TV cameras as he does not throw a pass or scores a touchdown, it relies on his reinforcement with Mojo. A task which he has mastered.

"I have a good job in Chicago which I can start and hopefully financially I am not worried," said Rice optimistically. "It's just a question of doing the football, because I've played it a lot in my life. I know the routine, and I hope to do this every year."

Rice saw his days at Notre Dame fade like the force which surrounds him. His greatness on the football field created that feeling, but the happiness that he derives from life is the spirit which make Tony Rice special.
"You know, it's so ridiculous. If I don't call my parents every Sunday at exactly 5 o'clock, they think I was kidnapped by aliens, or something. Anyway, one Sunday me and Mark, we decide to take off and checkout the city. So we're hanging out and I look at my watch. 5 o'clock. Alright, so my Calling card and I head down to the local pool hall. (which I happen to know has a payphone) And I tell the folks the Martians send their best."

No matter where you happen to be, the AT&T Calling Card can take you home. It's also the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls. And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply for another.

If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will be free. And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services that saves students time and money. All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

To get an AT&T Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1-800-654-0471 Ext. 830.
Rice

continued from page 16

could attest to the force which encompasses such a player. That feeling existed, despite the fact that Rice had not played a down in the night's contest. It was something which could never grow dim, no matter how many years passed or games spent watching from the sidelines.

The unusual thing was that the feeling no longer existed for Rice. He had once felt it, in his days under the Golden Dome. Every game students, alumni and fans laid their hopes on his shoulders with the utmost confidence.

For fans, memories keep the feelings alive, but for Rice it is gone. It has been replaced by his desire to please himself, a task which is proving to be his greatest accomplishment.

That task began in Barcelona, home to the Dragons of the World League of American Football. After leaving Notre Dame, he decided to help christen the WLAF in its inaugural year after playing briefly in the Canadian Football League. He was undoubtedly the biggest name in the league, but

see RICE/page 10
Forty-Niners trade disgruntled Haley to Cowboys

SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — Linebacker Charles Haley, a spectacular defensive playmaker who was unhappy with the San Francisco management, was traded Wednesday by the 49ers to the Dallas Cowboys for a series of conditional draft picks.

The pass-rushing specialist tied for the team lead in sacks last season with seven. He had 63 sacks in his stormy six-year career with the 49ers, who drafted him out of James Madison in the fourth round of the 1986 draft.

Carmen Policy, the 49ers club president, said the trade could involve first-, second- and third-round picks in the 1993 and possibly 1994 drafts under certain conditions. Policy said the conditions related to the respective finishes of the 49ers and Cowboys and were not linked to player performance. He refused to go into further detail, saying the two teams had agreed to keep most conditions confidential.

Policy said the deal was also conditioned on Haley passing a physical. Haley had offseason surgery to repair a torn rotator cuff that had prevented him from practicing with the 49ers during training camp and was a projected starter.

The trade was regarded as the 49ers' premier defensive player. Haley had clashed with coach George Seifert as well management. He openly questioned such player personnel moves as the decision to leave Ronnie Lott and Roger Craig unprotected following the 1990 season. Both Lott and Craig left the team as Plan II free agents.

Following the 49ers' 12-6 loss to the Los Angeles Raiders last season, Haley had a locker room tantrum. He yelled at quarterback Steve Young for throwing a couple of key interceptions and calmed down only after Lott, summoned from the opposing locker room, came to talk to him.

Haley also criticized Seifert last season, accusing him of in-sulting his defensive unit by showing them films of the Philadelphia Eagles defense, and spoke sarcastically of owner Eddie DeBartolo's attempts to cut the 49ers' operating costs.

Haley long believed the 49ers were trying to get rid of him, especially after they obtained Tim Harris, another pass-rushing linebacker, in a trade last year with Green Bay.

On several occasions last season, Haley said he wanted out. But the 49ers were reluctant to deal him — and had said so publicly — until Wednesday.

"It is believed to be in the short- and long-term best interest of this organization and we sincerely hope it's in the best interest of the player as well," Policy said.

Jock

continued from page 16

becomes quite clear.

The first stadium initiative came during the greatest moment in recent Giant history, their 1989 season, and more specifically, their World Series appearance. With the initiative all set to breeze through the polls, old Ma Nature decided to hit the Bay Area with the biggest earthquake since the "Big One" in 1906.

The people of San Francisco had more pressing issues, like finding homes for thousands of people. So, dishing out a hundred million dollars for a new stadium seemed understandable. That started a trend which continued for three more elections, and led to the departure of my beloved team.

It may take years but I may find a new team. It may even be the Oakland A's, who are only a short ways away. (Although it will take me a while to get used to a team who owns more pairs of Oakley Blade sunglasses then they do games above .500). But I will never forgive Mother Nature for taking away my team.
Deion puts Braves on hold

SUWANEE, Ga. (AP) — Atlanta Falcons president Taylor Smith said Wednesday the team may consider allowing cornerback Deion Sanders to miss two games to play with the Braves, in the event Atlanta's baseball team makes it to postseason play.

"We're interested in Deion being here, number one as a full-time football player," Smith said. "If there's a scenario where it would be something less than that, we're willing to listen, but..." Smith and vice president Jim Hay met Wednesday with Eugene Parker, Sanders' agent. Later in the day Parker was expected to meet with Braves general manager John Schuerholz.

"I think Eugene is in here to get something done for Deion," Smith said. "The decision needs to be made now and then everyone goes on. We're reasonably sure the decision will be made in the next day or so."

Sanders, a Pro Bowler last season, was offered a $1 million bonus by the Falcons to report to training camp on time.

Paterno suspends accused pair

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) — Penn State coach Joe Paterno on Wednesday suspended two players charged in an apartment break-in, saying he was "upset and saddened" about the allegations.

Wide receivers Ricky Sayles, 22, and Bobby Engram, 19, were charged with burglary, theft and receiving stolen property, police said. Sayles was accused of interfering with police officers last month.

"A lack of respect for personal property is a very serious offense," Paterno said. "Both athletes will be suspended indefinitely pending the final disposition of the charges against them."

Sayles, a senior, was released on $5,000 bail shortly after noon. Engram, a sophomore from Camden, S.C., remained in the Centre County Prison in lieu of $5,000 bond.

The incident was just the latest in a string of arrests of Penn State players this summer. Sayles, wide receiver O.J. McShaffle and cornerback Mark Graham were arrested early July 10 after a series of fights during an arts festival in State College. Police said Sayles and McShaffle interfered with officers who were trying to break up the fights.

Attention Students!

NBD Bank has EVERYTHING you need!

- No-Fee Checking and Savings Accounts
- Loans
- Computer Banking with NBD Express
- ATMs
- Extended Banking Hours

Visit NBD Bank located a few blocks from the Notre Dame campus.

University of Notre Dame Graduate Student Union

Thursday, August 27
Tips for Lecturing
- Center for Continuing Education Auditorium
  7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Running Discussions and Seminars
- Center for Continuing Education
  Rooms 100 - 104
  8:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Assisting in Laboratories
- Center for Continuing Education
  Rooms 100 - 104
  8:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Monday, August 31
Teaching Across Gender and Cultural Differences
- Center for Continuing Education Auditorium
  Rooms 100 - 104
  7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Attention OFF-CAMPUS Students

First Football Practice will be
Monday, August 31
5:00 p.m.
Stepan Field

Anyone interested in playing or coaching any off-campus sports contact Keith McKeon at 273-2514

THE NOTRE DAME SPORTS MARKETING DEPARTMENT IS LOOKING FOR STUDENT ASSISTANTS TO HELP PROMOTE OUR OLYMPIC SPORTS PROGRAMS

IF INTERESTED, CALL MEG AT 239-8103

BEACH PARTY
SATURDAY, AUG. 29
ST. JOSEPH LAKE BEACH
(RAIN DATE AUGUST 30)
11:00 AM BIATHLON
INDIVIDUAL AND 2 PERSON TEAMS SWIM 1/2 MILE AND RUN 2 MILES VARSITY & "THE REST OF US" DIVISIONS REGISTER AT RECSPORTS OFFICE IN ADVANCE NOON BEACH VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT TEAMS SIGN UP IN ADVANCE AT RECSPORTS 3 & 6 PERSON TEAMS CANOEING PADDLE BOATS KAYAKING CLINIC SAILING ROWING DEMONSTRATION SWIMMING SPONSORED BY RECSPORTS
CALVIN AND HOBBES

I NCEI MY SHIRT HAD A LOGO OR A PRODUCT ON IT.

A GOOD SHIRT TURNS THE NEKER INTO A CORPORATE BILLBOARD.

CR O S S W O R D

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Table
2 Trash
11 Hectic routine
13 French waiters
15 Monkshood
16 World Series
17 Lawyer's document
19 "My Swiss," 1956 song
20 "-----------
21 West
22 Noises
23 Droop
25 Message received
27 Droop
28 Byron poem
29 Fragments
30 B. Lancaster film, with "The":
32 Be suitable
35 Where Brunei is
36 Erecta-st
39 Nanhuo port
40 Author Barstow
41 Asset
42 Baseball Mcl
43 Fr. holy woman
44 Trombones, to jazzmen
45 Those in control
46 Beneficiary

DOWN
1 Dockworkers' activity
2 Star of "Gunsmoke"
3 Poker openers, sometimes
4 A Kirk
5 Coral formation
6 Bulb units
7 A Guthrie
8 Dillipore
9 Vessel's capacity
10 Matriculated
11 White-water producers
12 Baldness
13 C.I.A. head
14 Lord Peter Wimsey's creator
15 School song
16 Hegat's first Secretary of State
17 Samovar
18 Honor of Zeus
19 Hockey great
20 Turn of Russian
21 Fleece
22 Seoul G.J.
23 By --- fox
24 Areas in cafes
25 Art lover
26 Girdiron pass
27 Praise effusively
28 Building boards
29 Declarer
30 Violinist from Russia
31 Gambol
32 Syncope
33 Ideate
34 "Wayne's World" producers
35 U.S. humane org.
36 Jesus movie

Get answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-900-422-5656 (75¢ each minute).

Do you write? Do you draw? Do you take pictures?
Tell us. Join us.

The Observer

WELCOME Weekend '92

National Comedian
CARROT TOP
at ND for 2 days only
Aug 29, 30
8 p.m. Washington Hall
$3 @ LaFortune Info Desk

Encino Man
FREE @ Cushing Auditorium
7 p.m., 9:30 p.m., 12 a.m.
Tonight

Beach Party
Aug. 29 Stepan Courts 1 - 5 p.m.
One Ton Sundae
Tie - Dying
Giveaways & More

Rockfest LIVE Aug. 28, 4 p.m. - 12 a.m. @ Stonehenge
Dysfunktion, Access Denied, XYZ Affair & Many More
Jarc leads rise of ND women's soccer

Senior co-captain heads Irish attack

BY RIAN AKEY
Sport Writer

For a young program, the Notre Dame women's soccer team is well on its way to becoming a powerhouse. In its fifth year of existence, the Irish should begin their 1992 campaign among the top 20 teams in the country.

Third-year coach Tim Petrucelli feels that the play of captain Margaret Jarc, along with an intense schedule, will contribute to the Irish's success this season.

"Margaret has come back from the summer in great shape, and with a great attitude," he noted. "She has worked on and improved a few areas of her game, such as her quickness."

Jarc began her collegiate career in impressive fashion. As a freshman, she was third on the team in goals scored. Her numbers have decreased since then due to a change in her role on the squad.

"Margaret plays off well," Petrucelli commented. "She's very quick on the attack, but we've moved her to a defensive position. That accounts for her lower numbers."

Jarc is joined by two other captains: Michelle Lodgya and Denise Chabot.

"Our first concern is to become a powerhouse. In only its third year, the team has a chance to become a national power," said Petrucelli. "The second problem which prevents us from becoming a powerhouse is the number of factors which make that impossible."

The first of these issues deals with the stadium. I can't quite fathom why a state which boasts of the slogan "The Sunshine State" would build a domed stadium. Even a kid who can't spell baseball knows that domed stadiums ruin the game. If baseball inventor Abner Doubleday wanted baseball to be played indoors, then he would have invented it in his garden.

The second problem which prevents the Tampa Bay Giants from remaining my team is the name. Everyone knows that nothing Giant has ever come from Tampa Bay. Especially football fans who have followed the history of the Big Blue.

So here I stand, teamless.

Shortly after the announcement of the proposed sale of the Giants, I watched a TV show which gathered a number of sports writers, who took turns saying who was to blame for the team's departure. The answers varied, but the majority stated that the move was the fault of the fans, due to the team's departure. The answers varied. However, each team has been temporarily sidelined with an injury.

"At first I was concerned about being the only remaining captain," Jarc said. "but now I realize Michelle and Denise are still here for the team mentally. I'm determined to prevent that situation from affecting my play."

And determination is not foreign to Jarc. Last season, she broke her toe the night before the Michigan State game, but still competed in 70 of the contest's 90 minutes, helping the Irish roll to a 4-0 victory.

Efforts such as Jarc's will be required from all members of the Notre Dame squad as they face stiff competition throughout the season.

"The schedule of Giants fans on game day was the lucky one in the schedule which we can win by just showing up. We need to focus and play hard to win every single game," said Petrucelli.

The Irish open their season at North Carolina State on September 5.

"The Wolfpack has consistently been the best of second-best team in the country for the last 9 years," said Petrucelli.

In late September, the Irish face four probable NCAA qualifiers in the 1992 season. One is the University of Wisconsin."

The competitive schedule, however, "Should help our chances to qualify for the 12-team NCAA tournament," said Jarc. "If you play weak teams and blow them away, it's not as impressive as playing well against better squads."

Come out and support the Irish at Alumni Field, as the first home game in Notre Dame's new home. The North Carolina A&T bid is September 20, against Dayton.

Local sox poised and ready for stretch run

BY JIM VOGEL
Assistant Sports Editor

Many Notre Dame students have visited Coveleski Stadium downtown to root for the Irish baseball team.

But Rita Baxter, Vice President of sales and promotions for the South Bend White Sox, also hopes to draw students to root for the Cove's true home team.

"Notre Dame baseball plays 99 percent of their home games at Coveleski, plus they will be practicing here this season," says Baxter. "So we feel close to Notre Dame, although maybe they don't to us."

"Students call a lot for tickets, and we also get a lot of groups."

As incentive to bring Domers closer, the Sox will be offering students free tickets to tonight's game with the Beloit Brewers. Tickets can be picked up at the LaFortune Information desk. Game time is 7 p.m.

"We had a Notre Dame/Saint Mary's night in the spring," explained Baxter. "But it was cold and right before finals so they had no interest in coming out."

Tonight's game pits two teams deadlocked in a tie for first-place in the Midwest League's Northern Division.

With around two weeks left in the season's second-half, South Bend (34-27) now holds an identical record to Beloit, losers of six straight.

The Brewers will send their stopper to the hill in right-hander Kevin Kleoe, who sports a dominating 9-1 record and a league-leading 1.92 ERA. The Sox, leading the league in team ERA, counter with Robert Ellis (5-2, 2.44).

"The Baby Sox look a lot like past, present and potential future Major Leaguers."

First-year manager Terry Franczono, just 33, spent ten years in the "Show." Starting in 1982 with the Montreal Expos, the well-travelled first-baseman also played for the Cubs, Reds, Indians, and most recently, the Brewers in 1989.

Michael Huff, on a habilitation assignment with the Chicago White Sox, should be the center of attention. Huff, hitting .429 including a double, triple and homer in just 21 at-bats, has Chicago manager Gene Lamont anxious to see him back from injury.

The speedy outfielder will likely be with South Bend until at least Tuesday. But the speedy outfielder will likely be with South Bend until at least Tuesday. That accounts for the season's second-half, South Bend (34-27) now holds an identical record to Beloit, losers of six straight.

The Brewers will send their stopper to the hill in right-hander Kevin Kleoe, who sports a dominating 9-1 record and a league-leading 1.92 ERA. The Sox, leading the league in team ERA, counter with Robert Ellis (5-2, 2.44).

The Baby Sox look a lot like past, present and potential future Major Leaguers.
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